All products produced by Tech Folien are fully recyclable.

As an example, when producing Satinex at Tech Folien Ltd the main polymer is HDPE, this can be fully recycled and therefore falls under category 2- HDPE.

During our extrusion process we remove the edge of the film to offer our customer a perfect edge, all the edge trim and set up waste is collected and re-granulated using our own in-house recycling plant. The waste is collected and reprocessed into granulate, recycled granulate is then reused. We continue to increase the amounts of recycled polymer in all applications where the application or performance criteria allow.

Any production waste which cannot be recycled internally is taken by an industrial recycler who recycle it for less demanding plastic products, guttering, refuse sacks etc.

We are continually looking to promote our fully recyclable products which in turn helps our customers and the end users recycle.

Our products are often critical to the application and its important that we work together to respect both the demands of the application, equally to respect the environmental impact of these benefits by reusing or recycling where possible. Our products do not contain chlorine, halogens or heavy metals and are produced only using raw materials certified for direct food contact to EC directive.

Please feel free to contact our offices in Liverpool should you need any further information, support documentation or a visit to discuss ways we can work together to improve sustainability.